88	NOTES ON CHAPTER II
 35.	Streynsham Master (ii. 287) also mentions " Hur Nuddy,
a small towne."    Sir Richard Temple, in a note, suggests that the
fields (hay) around Nadia may be meant.    But Marshall's state-
ment shows that " Hurnaclic " (Harinadih), the "deer village,"
was 71 kos from Nadia and must therefore have been a separate
place.    It appears as Hurnaddy in R., B.A. xix.
 36.	Murghhapore  and  Sahmadugar  represent  the  Mirzapour
and Summutgur of R., 1774, and the Mirzapoor and Soomoodagurh
of the Indian Atlas Sheet 120 of 1866.    Sahmadgar also occurs
as Sinadghur in Hedges, i. 39.
 37.	The junction of the Jalangi and the Bhagirathi, then known
as the " Cossimbazar River."

 38.	Nadia or Nabadwip, which gives its name to Nadia District,
on the west bank of the Bhagirathi.    It is strange that Marshall
has no comment on the religious and educational associations of
this place, which would have been more likely to attract his
attention than its commercial activities, especially since Nadia
is not at that date mentioned as a centre whence " Mulmuls "
and " Cossas," malmal, and khassa, fine muslin, were procured.
 39.	Gualbattan, cowherds' cattle-shed (gualbathan), a halting
place.

 40.	Between   Patkaban   and   Madhupur,   the   course   of  the
Jalangi has altered to an extraordinary extent since Marshall's
time.
 41.	Long pepper, the fruit spike of the Piper ofjicinarum and
Piper longum, the latter indigenous in E, Bengal.
 42.	The site of " Hussanpore " has evidently shifted, as the
latest Survey Sheet shows Hasanpur some five or six miles east
of Surangpur.
 43.	Kela gachhz, grove of plantain trees, a halting place.

 44.	Gaighat, cattle ford.    A " ferry " is marked on the S.S.
 45.	By Shaistah Khan's parwana is probably meant the nishan
of Shah Smija', second   son  of  Shah   Jahan,  dated   1656 and
confirmed by Shaistah Khan in 1672.    For a printed version
see Streynsham Master, ii. 22-24.

 46.	Marshall's " great towne " seems to be indicated by the
extensive area of buildings near Jagobandhanpur shown on the
old Survey Sheet of 1853-55.
 47.	Apparently the " XJddumpur " of Hedges, i. 40, 77.
 48.	Marshall's course up the Jalangi River can be traced from
the i in. to the mile Survey Sheets up to Gorimari, some 8 or

